(This chapter is based on the work published in Physica Scripta, 42, 159,(1996))
l.Introd uction:
Single ionization (SI) of He by energetic charged particles is well understood as long as He+ remains in die ground state [l] . The Z2-dependence of SI, where Z is the projectile charge, can be explained by the first Bom approximation . There is hardly any difference in the cross sections for SI of He by high energy negative or positive projectiles.
However, when the He+ goes to the excited state the situation becomes quite fascinating. Though it is an (e-2e) process, electron-electron correlation plays an important role in the excitation of He+ . The role of correlation effect in die case of double ionization (DI) of He by high energy charged projectiles is discussed in the literature [2] [3] [4] . This idea of correlation is pointed out by McGuire [5] to explain the ionization-excitation (IE) in He.
There are experimental investigations of IE of H2 [6] and He [7, 8] by energetic electrons (e") and protons (p+). Antiproton (p') collision of He leading to single ionization (SI) and double ionization (DI) are reported in [9] and [10] , respectively. But there is no experimental result for IE by antiprotons. To gauge the effect of mass on the IE cross section by the like charged particles (p',e) we have considered die antiproton as well as the electron as projectiles.
An important property exhibited in common between DI and IE is that in both the cases the cross section by negative projectiles is twice as large as that by equi-velocity positive projectiles with energies from 1-3 MeV/amu. However, the experimental values of the cross sections in die refs. [7] and [8] do not agree among themselves though the ration of the cross sections by negative and positive projectiles lies around 2.
Several theories [2, 4] exist to explain successfully the DI by charged particles, but there are no quantal calculation for IE as yet McGuire [5] and, Ford and Reading [11] have suggested that IE being a two-electron process like DI, can be treated by the same model as DI. Before taking up the present problem let us discuss some of these models for DI. According to McGuire [2] the interaction mechanisms responsible for DI are the shake-off (SO) process and the two-step (TS) process. Electron -electron correlation is necessary for non-zero contribution from SO. The TS process, on the other hand, arises out of (i) dynamic correlation between the ejected electron and the bound electron and is termed as two-step-one (TS-1) process, (ii) double collision between the projectile and the two bound electrons in He atom is termed as two-step-two (TS- 2) process. The amplitudes from SO and TS1 processes are proportional to the projectile charge Zp, and the amplitude due to TS2 process is proportional to Zp1 2. The interference term of tire scattering amplitudes proportional to Zp3 is responsible for any difference in the cross section for DI between the negative and the positive projectiles.However, Reading and Ford [3] forward an argument that disputes McGuire's model for DI where the shake-off and the two-step processes cannot interfere because of the different final states of the out going electrons. Using forced impulse method the DI cross section was expressed by them in a Bom series expansion in the charge of die projectile. The difference in the cross section, due to negative and the positive projectiles, occurs because of a Z3 term in the series that arises due to non-dipole nature of the interaction between the projectile and the target electrons.
The classical trajectory Monte Carlo calculation of Olson [4] and Vegh's polarization model [12] are the other two existing models to compute DI.
In the present paper we are guided by the McGuire's model to compute IE, but use the QED technique to calculate the amplitude of the process. The technique was earlier applied to study the phenomena of charge transfer, transfer ionization [13] , single and double capture [14, 15] and various other processes [16] [17] . In most of the cases the results are in fairly good agreement with experiments. As there is no conclusive theory yet on IE of a two-electron target, there is scope for theorization. Eventually, we address the question of IE from the field theoretic point of view to calculate the differential cross section (DCS) for IE of He with respect to the energy of die ionized electron. Here we use die ab initio values of the total cross section (TCS) for IE of He, but incorporate more realistic function. In addition the space symmetry between the two bound electron is taken care of while calculating the amplitudes.
ITheoretical Formalism-QED Approach:
In QED, composite system of bound particles are represented by a string of field operators operating on particle vacuum and multiplied by the unperturbed solution of Schrodinger equation [18] . The creation and the annihilation operators of the particles bound to the coulomb field of the nucleus obey equal time free field commutation relations [see eqn.(3.8) in Ch-H]. There will be no loss of generality to represent the bound electrons by the Feynman directed lines. Feynman diagrams of appropriate order are computed to study IE by antiproton and proton.
We use the terminologies of McGuire and draw the Feynman diagrams corresponding to the shake-up (SU) process ( fig. la) and the two-step processes TS1 ( fig. lb) and TS2 (fig.lc) . the high energy charged projectile interacts with the electron cloud of the He atom ejecting one of the electrons and the leaving behind He+ in an excited state. In shake-up (SU) process, ejection of electron occurs due to the currentcurrent interaction between the projectile and one of the bound electrons, while, the other electron is excited due to change in its coulomb field of the nucleus. The correlated wave function [19] of the helium atom takes care of the coulomb effect. In TSI process ( fig. lb) virtual photon exchange between the projectile and one of the bound electrons causes ejection of that electron. The resulting free electron in turn exchanges a photon with the other bound electron, raising it to an excited state. In TS2 process the projectile exchanges two virtual photons with the target electrons causing simultaneous ejection and excitation (fig. lc) similarity and differences that may arise between McGuire's approach and the present approach are discussed as follows.
According to McGuire, the amplitudes from TSI and TS2 terms of IE are expected to behave, essentially, as the products of single ionisation and excitation amplitudes, whereas the su amplitude is expected to behave as die product of one single ionisation amplitude and a term which depends on the electron-electron correlation.
The SU amplitude in QED approach is obtained from second order S-matrix and is Although these amplitudes can be identified with the second order Bom terms in matterradiation field coupling, yet, unlike McGuire's TS amplitudes, cannot be taken as the products of S-matrices for single ionisation and excitation. Both the TSI and TS2 amplitudes contain two photon propagators and one particle propagator. The particle propagator in the TS1 process is an electron propagator necessary for dynamic correlation between the outgoing electron and the bound electron which is excited. In TS2 process the particle propagator is the projectile propagator, essential for double collision causing simultaneous ionization and excitation. As such, because of the anti-commutative covariant nature of algebra, contributions from the TS 1 and TS 2 terms, and the term due to interference between SU and TS, will be at variance with that obtained from usual quantum mechanical method.
The SU and TS1 amplitudes contain Z, while the TS2 amplitude contains Z2 as a factor. The interference of TS2 with SU and TS1, which is proportional to Z3, causes differences in IE of he by antiprotons and protons. In the present paper we find that for projectile energies from 1-3 MeV/amu, the total cross section for IE by antiprotons becomes greater than that by equivelocity protons by a factor of two, only when the maximum limiting value of the energy Eiof the ejected electron is less than 39.5 eV.
Here, presented the total cross section (TCS) for IE of He to 2p state, as well as the DCS with respect to Ei.
For like charged projectiles (p',e), the present theory predicts decreasing cross section with increasing mass. In absence of any theoretical calculation,till the publication of this work, present result is compared with the then existing experimental data [7, 8] . IE by electrons is also presented.
The experimental data by the two groups [7, 8] do not agree among themselves.
Fuelling et al and Pedersen and Folkman had declared uncertainties to the extent of 10% and 20% respectively in their data. Interestingly the ratio of the cross sections for (e',p+) pairs are found that it hovers around 2 by both die groups. We have also obtained similar value for the ratios of the cross sections by (p', p*) and (e/.p4) pairs.
The ratio of the differential cross sections, thus obtained for IE of He to He+ (np)
states by antiproton to that by equivelocity proton, is found to be grater than one, provided, the energy of the ejected electron is less than I2/2. I2 (=79 ev) is the threshold for double ionisation of He (IS2). With the increase of the ejected electron energy above I2/2, the ratio is found to be independent of the projectile energy lying within a few MeV/amu.
2.Mathematical Formalism:
The reaction under consideration is He + p+ (p) = He+ (np) + e' + p+ (p) (2.1)
Where proton (p+) (antiproton (p')) collides with He atom with a velocity much greater than the electron orbital velocity. Collision of the fast projectile with He atom results in the excitation of one of the electrons and the ejection of the other. In the present paper we calculate the differential cross sections for ionization excitation of He to He+ (np) states with respect to die energies of the emitted electrons integrated over all angles. The amplitude for the reaction is the combined sum of the amplitudes due to the shake-up (SU) mechanism, die two-step-one (TS 1) and the two-step-two (TS 2) mechanisms. To write the S-matrix in a covariant way we define the following terms.
Definitions:
Let p(pofp') and p'( p0' ,p') be die four-momenta of the projectile before and after interaction respectively, bj (b10,0) and b2 (b2o,0) be the four-momenta of 
SJr' r)--(2ny'\(SL -My ie )• ExpjuS Jr'-r)>,d'S z (2.7)
Where S-Sf and, m and M are the masses of electron and the projectile respectively.
Interaction terms:
Let SSu, Sis1 and Sjs2 be the S-matrices [21] for shake-up(SU), TS1 and TS2 mechanisms, respectively. We have included in Ssu, the product of the spinors V(b2,r2)
and V(b2 of the bound electron which is excited and corresponds to the Feynman 3 (x,y) is the correlation wave function [19] For fast collision, under consideration, with high energy projectile, the momentum transfer is usually small and the projectile trajectory hardly deviates from the projectile beam direction. Eventually, the IE is dominated by low energy ejected electrons.
After interaction, the final wave function for He+(nl) and the ionized electron
Fc(x) is the Coulomb distorted plane wave for the ionized electron, <&Hl(y) is die wave function of the bound electron in the He+ (nl) state, and Z'is the CM momentum.
Fe(x) = ( 2m? m /\p1 \)I/Z e*,'x
In QED the state vector for a system of interacting particles is represented by a respectively. R<, is the time component of the four-coordinate R(Ro, R) of the CM.
The amplitude:
To calculate the amplitude, S-matrix [21] elements of the interaction terms are obtained between the initial (2.14) and the final (2.15) state vectors. The S-matrices are computed as shown below.
2.4.1. S-matrix for the shake-up mechanism:
The amplitude for the shake-up mechanism is the S-matrix element [21] Msu= (vrf\Ssu\^,) 
D.
pi With E,* =p"=E + M, E/ =p'0 = E^M, (2.18) and EpiR=pt0 = E1 + m.
E, E' are respectively die kinetic energies of the projectile before and after interaction, while Ei is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron.
The The four -coordinates r* ,r2 and R are ri=(rioA)>r2 =(r20,r2) and R = (R0,R)
At equal time 4?r(xy,R)0i(xj,R)d3rId3f1d3R.
To compute the integral ISu, we recall that x,y are the relative coordinates (2.12)
Changing the integration variables f} ,r2 into x, y, 
T2 =u(b2,)r"u(b2)>
From momentum conversion
q2-b2=b2
and coefficient of r2 in the expression in (2.32) vanishes identically. Integration over r and r t yields S -functions, and the TS1 amplitude 
T; =U(p' )n(&z + M)U(p).
From momentum conservation 
Xt=(P-P% X2^b'2-b2), X=(p'-p + b'2-b2) = (b1-pI), yi=(Pt+b'2 -b2)2 -m2 =<p-pI+bJ)2 -m2, and y2 ~(p'+b2 -b2)2 -M2 =(p-p1+b1)2 -M2.

Using the energy-momentum conservation relations (Po-P'J2 ^(M+E-M-E1 )2 :E = Ef^E1+Vnl = (E1 + Vlll )2 and
0-pV =(PJ2 =2mEt
We obtain
X2 1=(E + VnI)2-2mE1
= -2mEj 11 -../
2mEj
Similarly we compute for other terms in (2.52) (q2 +b + l f Using(2.58) and (3.4) in (2.48) and (2.50) we obtain the integral and the differential cross sections respectively.
The ratios of the differential cross sections Ri^G^/G^) and by (P>P+) and (e,p+) respectively are such that for ejected electron energy Ei<39.5 eV, l<R2p<3 and 2<R'lf><4.
In the projectile range from 1-3 MeV/amu R2p and R'2p are almost independent of projectile energy. Ej must satisfy the condition G'mf > >0. The above condition is found to be satisfied in the range 5 eV<Et £20 eV.
The result is shown in tables 1 and 2. From (2.50) the ratio R for a negatively can be written as
{F(E,Eim)/F(E,EhM)}
It is evident from (2.49) that F(EyEhm) and F(E,Ej,M) have got weak mass dependence.
On a realistic estimate F (E, Eh m) /F (E, Ej, M) is of the order one. Hence the ratios of DOS'S for the unequal mass pairs (e, e+) and (p, p+) will be same. One can state that the ratio is independent of masses of the projectile pair and depends only on the projectile charges.
The total cross section (TCS) for IE be electron and proton projectiles are shown in Fig.2 , along with experimental data [7, 8] . Present results for TCS by p', e' along with that by p+ are shown in Fig.2 to see die mass dependence of p ane e' on TCS. However there is no theoretical result as yet for IE of He by the above particles. Neither is there any experiment on IE of He by p\ Experimental data by Fuelling et al. [7] for e' in the range l-2MeV/amu always remain below that by Pederson and Folkman [8] .
The present results on TCS, like those by Pederson and Folkman [8] decrease gradually with energy, but at a slower rate. At any fixed projectile energy, TCS by p' is less than that by e'(Fig3).
The mass dependence of TCS for IE by like-charged projectiles (p', e') comes through the SU interaction . The ratio of the differential cross sections by negative and equivelocity positive projectiles, is independent of the projectile energy, when the said energy is less than the rest mass. However, the ratio depends very much on Ei, the energy of the ionized electron.
The value of the ratio R is always greater than one and the corresponding value of Ei is less than Sis(=39,5 aV). Present result shows that for excitation to the 2p and the 3p states, the DCS by antiproton will be a factor of approximately two larger than that by equivelocity proton, whenjif sare near lleV and 18eV respectively.
When the projectiles are the electrons or the positrons, exchange interactions will come into play. However, with high energy encounters the contribution from exchange interaction is known to be negligible. Hence, as stated earlier, present result will hold good for pairs of projectile such as (e, er )> (p, p+), (e, p+) and (ft, fi).
An experimental verification of this prediction will be of great convenience. The dominant contribution from (11 A) is obtained after approximating fif in (10A) t*t *3 *3 T3T[ \T2I = 3m
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